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Casimir and mean-field interaction among active

out-of-equilibrium inclusions in biological membranes
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Complex matter (liquid crystals, membranes, interfaces, polymers, etc.) have
soft elastic modes. These modes transmit elastic interactions between embedded
objects: colloids in liquid crystals, proteins in membranes, particles at a fluid in-
terface, etc. Because such systems are near-critical and exhibit large fluctuations,
statistical field theory is well adapted to study them. Embedded objects experience
the analogous of “Casimir” interactions (Casimir, 1948; Fischer and de Gennes,
1983): like quantum electromagnetic fluctuations produce interaction between un-
charged conducting plates in vacuum, the thermal fluctuations of critical binary
mixtures or biological membranes produce fluctuation-induced interactions between
embedded proteins or colloids.

The aim of this internship/PhD thesis is to model the dynamics of these medi-
ated interactions. The fluctuations of biological membranes can be described by a
Gaussian field theory for the shape h(r) of the membrane, with free energy
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where the measure of integration takes into account the presence of the embedded
particles: D̃[h] = δ(∇∇h|r1

−Q1) δ(∇∇h|r2
−Q2)D[h]. Here, ∂i∂jh(r) is the curva-

ture tensor, r1 and r2 the positions of the inclusions, and Q1 and Q2 the curvatures
they impose when they break the up-down symmetry of the membrane (picture a
conically shaped protein that tilt the lipids at its boundary).

Active proteins can undergo shape transformations upon binding ATP molecules,
therefore Qi(t) can be a function of time. To study the dynamics of the membrane
mediated interaction, in mean-field or taking into account the fluctuations (Casimir),
it is necessary to describe the dynamics of the membrane. The latter can be ob-
tained from a variational theory where the total Rayleighian R (equal to half the
total dissipation plus the rate of change of the elastic free energy) is minimized
with respect to the rate of change of the membrane shape ḣ(r) and the velocity
fields V (r) within the membrane and in the surrounding solvent. The resulting
dynamical field equations form a set of coupled linear first-order equations, which
provides exact solutions in Fourier space and in Laplace domain (Fournier, 2014).
Time averaging the stress-tensor of the membrane, or computing its correlation, al-
lows to characterize the dynamics of the membrane-mediated interactions in various
biologically relevant situations.


